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Abstract 
For an index set I, let S(Z) be the sequential fan with Z spines, i.e., the topological sum of Z 
copies of the convergent sequence with all nonisolated points identified. The simplicity and the 
combinatorial nature of this space is what lies behind its occurrences in many seemingly unrelated 
topological problems. For example, consider the problem which ask us to compute the tightness of 
the square of S(Z). We shah show that this is in fact equivalent to the well-known and more crucial 
topological question of W. Fleissner which asks whether, in the class of first countable spaces, the 
property of being collectionwise Hausdorff at certain levels implies the same property at higher 
levels. Next, we consider Kodama’s question whether or not every X-product of LaSnev spaces is 
normal. The sequential fan again enters the scene as we show S(WI) x S(w2) x WI. which can be 
embedded in a C-product of LaSnev spaces as a closed set, can be nonnormal in some model of set 
theory. On the other hand, we show that the C-product of arbitrarily many copies of the slightly 
smaller fan S(wr) is normal. 
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0. Introduction 
This paper concerns the combinatorial properties of sequential fans and their applica- 
tions to two topics in general topology. Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to show the first 
topic, i.e., the equivalence of a problem on tightness and that on collectionwise Haus- 
dorffness. In Sections 3-9, we study the second topic, i.e., Kodama’s question on the 
normality of C-products of LaSnev spaces. We give a detailed introduction to each topic 
in Section 1 and Section 3 respectively. 
Let K. be a cardinal. The sequentialfun S(K) with ~-many spines is the space obtained 
from the disjoint union of K-many convergent sequences by identifying all the limit 
points to a single point denoted by 00, i.e., S(n) = {co} U (6 x w) as a set, every point 
of K x w is isolated, and a basic neighborhood of 00 is of the form 
where f : K + w is a function. 
Let X be a space. The tightness t(X) of X is the smallest cardinal number T such 
that for every point z E X and A c X, if 2 E cl A then z E cl B for some B c A with 
IBI < 7. 
The following set-theoretic notation is adopted: IC, X and 7 are cardinal numbers; LY, 
p, y, 6, <, and 77 are ordinal numbers; m, 7~ are nonnegative integers. The set of all 
functions from X to Y is denoted by x Y. For a set A, the power set of A is denoted by 
P(A). We denote by [A]” (respectively [A]<“) the set of all subsets of A of cardinality 
K. (respectively < 6). 
The ChangS Conjecture is the statement hat every model of the type (wz, WI) has an 
elementary submodel of type (wt ,w). We will use one of combinatorial characterizations 
of Chang’s Conjecture in Section 6. It is known that if Chang’s Conjecture holds, then Ofi 
exists, i.e., that Chang’s Conjecture has a considerable large cardinal strength. It follows 
that its negation, the combinatorial property of w2 that we really need, is true, for example, 
in any forcing extension of the constructible universe (see [6, p. 3961). 
All spaces are assumed to be regular Tt-spaces except in Sections 1 and 2, where 
spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff spaces. 
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1. Tightness and collectionwise Hausdorfkess 
In this section and the next, we consider two problems in general topology which, on 
the surface, look totally unrelated. 
The first problem is on separation axioms. Let K be a cardinal. A space X is n- 
collectionwise Hausdorff (respectively < K-collectionwise Hausdofl if for any closed 
discrete set A in X with JAI < K (respectively JAJ < K) the points in A can be separated 
by a pairwise disjoint family of open sets. A space is collectionwise HausdorfS if it is 
n-collectionwise Hausdorff for any cardinal K. In connection with the normal Moore 
space problem, Fleissner [2] asked whether ZFC implies that there is a first countable 
wt-collectionwise Hausdorff space which fails to be collectionwise Hausdorff. This is 
one of the central reflection-type problems in general topology, which is, for example, 
mentioned in at least two occasions in the recent collection of open problems [lo]. 
The second problem is on a local property of products of sequential fans. A. Dow and 
S. TodorCeviC asked whether ZFC implies that t(S(w~)~) = ~2. This problem looks quite 
different from the first problem, because the spaces S(K) and So are stratifiable, hence 
are paracompact and satisfy every higher separation axiom. Furthermore, the spaces in 
the first problem have a good local property, i.e., first countability, while the second 
problem is on the failure of a local property implied by first countability, The purpose 
of this section and the next section is to show the equivalence of these two problems. 
More generally we prove the following equivalence in Section 2: 
Theorem 1.1. The following are equivalentfor an injinite cardinal n. 
(a) There is a first countable < r;-collectionwise Hausdorfs space which fails to be 
K-collectionwise Hausdo@ 
(b) There is a subset T of So such that 
(i) (co, oo) E clT but 
(ii) (cc, co) $ cl T' for any subset T’ of T of cardinal&y less than K. 
Note that property (b) in the above theorem is equivalent to the following (b’) if K is 
an uncountable successor cardinal: 
(b’) ~(S(K)~) = K. 
G. Gruenhage and Y. Tanaka showed that t(S(~t)~) = WI (see the proof of Theorem 1.6 
in [5]); thus (b) holds for 6 = wt. This fact could also be considered a corollary of 
our result, because it is easy to see that (a) holds for I(. = wt - any first countable 
regular space that is not wt-collectionwise Hausdorff is an example (e.g., the tangent 
disk space). There are various consistency results on conditions (a) and (b) for larger 
IC. Fleissner [2] proved that if K. is a weakly compact (respectively strongly compact) 
cardinal and a space X is < r;-collectionwise Hausdorff and the character of X is less 
than n, then X is K-collectionwise Hausdorff (respectively collectionwise Hausdorff). It 
is known that the axiom E(w~), i.e., the existence of a nonreflecting stationary subset of 
~2, implies the condition (a) for n = ~2. W. Fleissner conjectured that Levy-collapsing 
a compact cardinal to w2 will yield a model in which (a) for K = w2 is false. Shelah [12] 
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gave a partial answer to the conjecture. TodorEevid (see, e.g., [15, Chapter 41) proved 
the property (b) under several assumptions on K. In particular, he proved that if K is not 
weakly compact in L, then (b) holds. 
2. Proof of the equivalence 
In this section, all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff spaces. The equivalence of 
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Theorem 2.1 by using combinatorial characterizations of those 
properties. Note that the conditions in Theorem 2.1 are true in case K = w or K = wt 
(for K = WI, see Section 1). It is shown in Theorem 2.2 that if K. is uncountable, then the 
space in (a) can be zero-dimensional, and if K is regular uncountable, the combinatorial 
characterizations can be simplified. Recall that a space is zero-dimensional if it has a base 
consisting of clopen sets. For a subset C of K, define S(C) = {cc> U (C x w) C S(K). A 
subset C of [A]<” is unbounded if for any X E [A]<“, there exists C E C with X c C. 
Tall [ 131 considered families of functions having a property similar to that in (c) 
of the following theorem. By using that, he gave a set-theoretical condition which is 
equivalent to the statement implying that every first countable normal Hausdorff space 
is collectionwise Hausdorff. 
Theorem 2.1. Let K be an infinite cardinal. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) There is a first countable < Kc-collectionwise Hausdofl space which is not K- 
collectionwise Hausdoe 
(b) There is a subset T of S(K)’ such that 
(i) (co, co) E cl T but 
(ii) (co, co) $ cl T' for any subset T’ of T with size less than K. 
(b”) There is a set T of isolated points of So such that 
(i) (CO, 00) E cl T but 
(ii) (co, co) $ cl(T n (S(C)2)) for any C E [K.]<~. 
(c) There are an unbounded subset A of [K]<” and a family offunctions {fA: A E A} 
satisfying 
(i) fA : A + w; and 
(ii) for any function f : K -+ w, there are distinct cx, /3 E K such that 
f(a) < fA(a) or f(P) < f,(P) for any A E A with {a, P} C A. 
(d) There are an unbounded subset A of [n]<” and a function K: K x w t P(d) 
satisfying: 
(9 K(Q, n) C n( a,n+l)foranycrErcandnEw; 
(ii) lJ{K(o,n): n E w} = {A E A: cr E A} for each (Y E K; and 
(iii) for any function f : K -+ w, there are distinct cx, ,O E K such that 
n(o, f (4) n K(P, f(P)) = 0. 
Proof. (a) + (c): Suppose that X is a first countable < K-collectionwise Hausdorff 
space which is not K-collectionwise Hausdorff. Let {z:,: y E K} be an unseparated 
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closed discrete set in X. Let {B(y, n): n E w} be a decreasing neighborhood base at 
zy for each y E IC. Define A = [K]<“, and for each A E A, let fA : A -+ w be a function 
which witnesses that {z:,: y E A} is separated by {B(y, fA(y)): y E A}. To show (ii) 
of (c), let f : K -+ w be any function. Since X is not Ic-collectionwise Hausdorff, there 
are distinct a,0 E K such that 
B(o, f(4) n B(P, f(P)) f 0. (1) 
Suppose that there exists A E A such that 
n,P E A, f(a) 2 fA(o), and f(P) b fA(P). 
Since {B(y,n): n E w} is decreasing, we have 
B(% f(4) c B(% f&4) and B(P, f(P)) c B(k PA). 
But this contradicts (l), because 
{ B(y, fA(y)): y E A} is a disjointfamily. 
(c) 3 (d): Suppose that A and {f~: A E A} are families satisfying (c). For each 
(a,n) E K x w, define 
Ic(cy, n) = {A E A: (Y E A and fA(cr) < n}. 
Obviously (i) and (ii) of (d) hold. To show (iii), let f : K -+ w be a function. By (ii) of 
(c), there are distinct CY, p E K satisfying 
f(o) < fA(Cr) or f(P) < f,(P) for any A E A with {q/3} C A. 
Now it is easy to see that K(q f(o)) n Ic(p, f(P)) = 0. 
(d) + (b”): Suppose that A and K: tc x w + P(d) satisfy (d). Define 
T= {((~4,(P,m)) E So: K(o+)nK(P,m) =0}. 
First we show that (00, oo) E cl T. Let f : K + w be an arbitrary function. We show that 
T n U; # 8. By (iii) of (d), there are distinct Q, /? E K such that 
+J(o)) n K(P, f(P)) = 0. 
Then 
( (a2 f(~9)~ (P, f(P))) E T n u$ 
Next let C E [K]<~ and T’ = T n S(C)2. We show that (co, oo) 4 clT’. Since A is 
unbounded in [K] <n, there is A E A with C c A. Define g : K -+ w by 
g(o) = 
1 
min{nEw: AEK(cY,~)} ifoEA, 
o 
otherwise. 
Note that the property (ii) of(d) assures the existence of the minimum in the definition of 
g. We show that T’ n lJi = 8. Suppose that there exists p = ((a, n), (p, m)) E T’ n Ui. 
Since {cry, p} c C C A, by the definition of g and by (i) of (d), we have 
A E K(cx, n) n K(p, m). 
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Thus K((Y, n) n x(,8, m) # 8, which contradicts our assumption that p E T. 
(b”) + (a): Let T be a set of isolated points of So satisfying (b”). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that 
Tc {((~,n),(P,m)) E So: a<P, n,mEw}. (2) 
Indeed, let T, = T n S({a})2 f or CY E K. Then by (ii) of (b”), (co, co) 4 cl T, for 
each cy E rc. So there is a function f : K. t w such that if ((qn), (cr,m)) E T,, then 
n,m < f(o). Then l_J; n (U{T,: a E PC)) = 8. Replacing T by T - IJ{Ta: CY E A}, 
we may assume that 
Tc {((a,n),(P,m)) E So: a#P, n,mEw}. 
Now it is easy to see that we may assume (2). Let X be the disjoint union of K and T 
as a set. Define the topology of X as follows: 
All points of T are isolated, and a neighborhood base of cy E K is {B(q n): n E w}, 
where 
B(cu,n) = {CY} u { ((y,i), (6,j)) E T: y = a, i > n or 6 = cy, j 2 n}. 
To show that S is < Ic-collectionwise Hausdorff, let 2 be a closed discrete subset of X 
with 121 < K. We may assume that 2 c K. Let T’ = T n S(Z)2. Then by (ii) of (b”), 
there is a function g : lc + w such that 
T’ n Ug’ = 0. (3) 
We show that {B(a,g(a)): cr E 2) is a disjoint family. Suppose that there are 
(Y, ,0 E 2 with LY < p such that there exists 
P = ((Y,%(G)) E B(a,g(o)) n B(kg(P)). 
By (2), we have y < 6, hence, by the definition of B(cr, n)‘s, we obtain that 
y = QI, i > S(Q), and 6 = P, J’ > g(P). 
Therefore p E Ui. On the other hand, since {cq p} c 2, we have p E T n S(Z)2 = T’, 
which contradicts (3). 
To show that X is not n-collectionwise Hausdorff, let f : K --+ w be any function. We 
show that the family {B(cr, f(a)): cr E 2) is not pairwise disjoint. By (i) of (b), there 
exists p = ((7, i), (6, j)) t T n Uj. Then by the definition of B((Y, n)‘s, we have 
P E B(-Y,~(Y)) nB(M(Q. 
(b) ti (b”): Clearly (b”) implies (b). It is easy to see that (b”) is true if K = w. Hence 
it suffices to show that (b) implies (b”) in case K is uncountable. 
To show this, define To = Tn ({cQ} x S(n)), and Tl = Tn (S(K) x {co}). We show 
that 
(cqco) $ clTouclT,. (4) 
Suppose the contrary. Since { ( m, oo)} U TO U Tl is included in a Frechet space {m} x 
S(K) U S(K) x {m}, th ere is countable T’ c TO U Tl such that (co, oo) E clT’, which 
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contradicts (ii) of (b), since it is uncountable, which completes the proof of (4). Thus 
replacing T by T - (To UT,), we may assume that T consists of isolated points of So. 
Now it is easy to check (b”). q 
Now we state a stronger version of the equivalence in Theorem 1.1. The equivalence 
between (a) and (a’) was formerly stated under the condition that K has uncountable 
cofinality. LaBerge and Landver noted that the equivalence can be proved under a weaker 
condition that K is uncountable. We are grateful for their permission to include the proof 
here. For further information on reflection and collectionwise Hausdorffness, see [9]. 
Note that (a’) is false if K. = w. Indeed it is well known that every regular Ti-space is 
w-collectionwise Hausdorff. 
Theorem 2.2. Let K be an uncountable cardinal. Then the following condition is equiv- 
alent to any (all) of the conditions in Theorem 2.1: 
(a’) There is a first countable < n-collectionwise Hausdoa zero-dimensional space 
which is not n-collectionwise Hausdo@ 
Furthermore if n is regular the following conditions are equivalent to any (all) of the 
conditions in Theorem 2.1: 
(c’) There is a family of functions { f7: y E K} satisfying 
(i) f,:y+w;and 
(ii) for any function f : K + w, there are distinct (Y, p E n such that 
f(a) < &(Q) or f(P) < f,(P) for any Y with Y > a, P. 
(d’) There is a function K : K x w -+ P(K) satisfying: 
(9 x(a,n) C K( a,n+l)foranycxErcandnEw; 
(ii) U{K(o,n): n E w} = K - (Y for each (Y E n; and 
(iii) for any function f : K. -+ w, there are distinct (Y, p E K such that 
+, f(4) n K(P, f(P)) = 0. 
Proof. (a) and (a’) are equivalent in case K is uncountable. Clearly (a’) implies (a). (a) 
=+ (a’): Since (a) is equivalent to (b’), it suffices to show that the space X constructed in 
the proof of (b’) + (a) is zero-dimensional. Recall that X = K U T, K is closed discrete, 
and every point of T is isolated. Let o E IC and {B(c-w,n): n E w} be a neighborhood 
base of LY. We show that QI has a clopen neighborhood base. Suppose not. Then there is 
a point P, E (K. - {cY}) rl (clB(cr,n)) f or cofinally many (hence, for all) n E w. But 
then the set (0,: n E w} U {a} is a countable discrete subset which cannot be separated, 
contradicting the w-collectionwise Hausdorffness. 
Finally, (c) is equivalent to (c’) and (d) to (d’) if K is regular, since IC is unbounded in 
[K]<K. 0 
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3. Normality of Z-products of Lake, spaces 
Let flcrcxXcr be a product of spaces with the Tychonoff topology. Fix a point q E 
nrrCXXa called the base point. For each p E n,,,Xol, define 
suppp = {o < A: P(Q) # q(a)}. 
The subspace 
X,: suppp is countable 
> 
is called the C-product of {X,: o < X} with the base point q. If each X, is identical 
to a fixed space X, we write CxX for C,_,x X,. For S c A, denote by 7r.s the natural 
projection 7rs : CacX X, + CaES X,. 
E-products were introduced by Corson [l] in 1959. After proving that every C-product 
of completely metrizable spaces is normal, he raised the question whether every E-product 
of metrizable spaces is normal. In 1977, Gul’ko [3] and Rudin [ 1 I] gave a positive answer 
to the long outstanding question: 
Theorem 3.1. Every Z-product of metrizable spaces is normal. 
A space is called a LuSnev space if it is the image of a metrizable space under a closed 
continuous map. In 1985, Y. Kodama asked the following natural question: 
Problem 3.2. Is every C-product of LaSnev spaces normal? 
The first step in attacking Kodama’s problem is to examine simple subspaces of Z- 
products, It is well known that the space wt with the order topology can be embedded 
in every C-product of uncountably many nondegenerated spaces as a closed set, where 
a space is called nondegenerate if it contains at least two points. So S(K) x S(rc) x wi 
can be embedded in the Z-product C“” S( ) IC as a closed set. Note that S(K) is a LaSnev 
space. Since normality is a closed hereditary property, we ask the following: 
Problem 3.3. Is S’(K) x S(X) x wt normal for any cardinals K. and X? 
From now on, ordinals r, WI, etc. are assumed to carry the order topology when they 
are considered as topological spaces. 
In Section 4, after giving a combinatorial characterization for the normality of general 
S(K) x S(X) x T, we show that if S(2r) x S(2’) x T is normal, then S(K) x S(K) x r 
is normal for any 6. 
For smaller fans, we can get positive answers. S(wt) x S(K) x wt is normal for any rc. 
Assuming MA(w& we show that S(w2) x S(w2) x wi is normal unless Chang’s conjecture 
holds. In particular, we show that MA(w2) implies the normality of S(WZ) x S(w2) x wi 
if On doesn’t exist, e.g., if we are working in a forcing extension of L (see Section 5). 
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On the other hand, we can show the consistency of the nonnormality of S(w2) x S(wz) x 
wi, which gives a negative answer to Kodama’s question (see Section 6). However it is 
still open whether there is a nonnormal x-product in ZFC. 
In Section 7, we consider the normality of S(n) x S(X) x T for general 7. We show 
that if r is real-valued measurable, then S(K) x S( ) IE. x T is normal for any K. It is shown 
that if b > wt, then S(w) x S(b) x b is not normal. 
Various extensions of Theorem 3.1 has been studied by Kombarov, Yajima and others. 
Yajima [17] proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.4. Let C be a Z-product of C-spaces. If each finite subproduct of C has 
countable tightness, then it is normal. 
Every LaSnev space is a a-space, i.e., has a a-discrete network, hence is a C-space. But 
unfortunately, even a product of two LaSnev spaces need not have countable tightness 
as we observed in Sections 1 and 2. So we cannot apply Yajima’s theorem. Known 
theorems on the normality of C-products have been proved always under a countable 
tightness assumption. So it is interesting to consider whether there is a normal proper 
C-product without having countable tightness. 
In Section 8, we show that any x-product of arbitrarily many copies of S(wt) is normal. 
The property used to show the normality of the C-product was obtained by strengthening 
a certain necessary condition for the normality of C-product considered in Section 7. 
For the background of generalized metric spaces, see [4]. 
4. Characterization of normality of S(K) x S(X) x 7 
The following lemma gives a combinatorical characterization for the normality of 
S(r;) x S(X) x 5-. 
Lemma 4.1. Let K,, A, T be infinite cardinals, X = S(n) x S(X) x T, and H = {CO} x 
{cm} x r. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X is normal; 
(b) whenever K is a closed set of X disjoint from H, H and K can be separated by 
open sets in X; 
(c)for any (F,F’) E Txn~ x Txxw, there exists (G,G’) E Txn~ x rxX~ such that 
foranyy<r, <<K, T-CA, m,n<w,if 
Y = sup {a < Y: G(a, 6) < m, G’(a, 7) < n}, 
then there is 6 < T such that b > y and F(6, <) < m, F’(6,n) < n. 
Furthermore, if K = A, the above conditions are equivalent to: 
(d) For any F E Txn~, there exists G E rxn~ such that for any y < r, J,q < 
K, m, n < w, if 
y=sup{a<y: G(a,l) 6m, G(a,rl) <n}, 
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then there is 6 < T such that S 2 y and F(b, <) 6 m, F(h, 7) < 72. 
Proof. (a) + (b): Obvious. 
(b) + (a): If cf r < w, then the space 7 is a union of countably many pairwise disjoint 
clopen compact sets. The space S(K) x S(X) is a product of paracompact a-spaces, 
hence is paracompact. The normality of the space S(K) x S(X) x T follows from the 
fact that every product of a paracompact space and a compact space is normal. So we 
assume that cf r is uncountable. Let rr : X + T be the projection. Suppose that Ke and 
Ki are disjoint closed sets in X. Since T has uncountable cofinality, there is some i < 2 
such that rr(H n Ki) is bounded in 7. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
7r(H n Ki) c ,l? + 1 for some p < 7. Since ,S + 1 is a clopen compact subset of 7, it 
follows that C’ (p + 1) is normal. So we need only show that Ko and Ki - 7r-l (p + 1) 
can be separated by open sets. Thus we may assume that K] n H = 8. By (b), there is 
an open neighborhood U of H whose closure misses KI. Hence it suffices to show that 
KO - U and K1 can be separated by open sets. To see this, we claim that X - H is 
normal. For any cardinal p and for each 7~ E w, define 
C(/.q)={(a,Ic)E~XW: Ic<n}. 
Then 
u C(n,n)xS(X)x~ U 
Tl<W 
) (uS(~)xc(.\,nw). 
?X<W 
Hence X-H is the union of countably many clopen sets each of which is homeomorphic 
to a topological sum of copies of S(K) x r or S(X) x T. S(K) x r and S(X) x 7 are 
normal because every product of a paracompact space with countable tightness and a 
normal w-bounded space is normal (see [7]). Hence X - H is normal. 
(b) + (c): Observe that for any open neighborhood V of H in X, there is an open 
neighborhood W of H in X such that W c V and IV is of the form 
where h, E no and hb, E ‘w for each a < I-. The existence of such W follows from 
the compactness of (Y + 1 for each cy < 7. 
Let (F, F’) E rxn~ x 7xxw. Then F(cY, .) E no and F’(cr, .) E xw. Define 
v = u uF(cx,.) x uF+,.) x (a + 1). 
CY<T 
Then V is an open neighborhood of H. By (b) and by the above remark, there are 
GE rxn~ and G’ E 7xxw such that cl W c V, where 
w = u UG,,,.) x UG’(a,.) x (@ + l). 
CX<T 
Suppose that 
y = sup {a < y: G(cY, 6) < m, G’(o,q) 6 n}, (1) 
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for some y < 7, < < K, 77 < A, m,n < w. Let p = (([,m), (7],n), y). Then p E cl IV. 
Indeed, let 0 be a neighborhood of p. We may assume that 0 = { (<, m)) x { (77, n)} x 
(p, y] for some 0 < y. By (l), there is a such that p < Q < y and 
((<,m), (%72),(y) E uG(,,.) x uGl(,,.) x (0 + 1). 
Then ((I, m), (7, n), CY) E 0 n IV. Hence p E cl W. Since cl IV c V, there is b < T 
such that 
P E KQ(&.) x &‘(b,.) x (6 + 1). 
Then b 3 y and F(6,J) < m, F’(b,q) < n. 
(c) =+ (b): Let V be a neighborhood of H. We show that there is a neighborhood IV 
of H satisfying cl W c V. We may assume that 
V = u U,(,,.) x UJY(~,.) x (CI + 1) for some F E sxnw, F’ E Txxw. 
a<7 
By our assumption, there is (G, G’) E Txn~ x rxxw satisfying the condition in (c). 
Define f E &cw and f’ E ‘w by 
f(t) = min {m E w: F(a, <) < m for cofinally many (Y < T}; and 
f’(q) = min {n E w: F(cr, 77) 6 n for cofinally many (Y < T}. 
Note that 
(Uf x {co} x 7) u ({m} x Uf, x 7) c v. 
Furthermore define (E, E’) E Txn~ x 7xxw by 
(2) 
@a, I) = max { F(a, t), G(c 0, f(E)}; and 
E’(Q,TI) = max {F’(a,v), G’(~,q),f(d}. 
Finally define 
w = u %(cY,.) x uEf(,;) x (a + 1). 
01<7 
To show that cl IV c V, let p E cl IV. 
Cuse1.p$!(nxw)x(Axw)x7. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that p = (00, (77, n), 7). Since (v, n) is an 
isolated point, there is p < r such that (q,n) E UEI(~,.). By the definition of E’, 
U,,(p,., c Uft. Hence by (2), we get p E V. 
Case 2. p E (K x w) x (A x w) x 7. 
Letp= ((<,m),(rlln),y). 
Subcase 2.1. Suppose that 
P E cl u &(a,.) x uEl(,,.) x ccy + 1). 
Y<cz<T 
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Since ((<, m), (7, n)) is an isolated point, 
((<, m), (7, n)) E uE(,,.) x UE’(~,.) for some CY with 7 < CX < 7. 
By the definition of E and E’, 
((6 m), (v)) E QLY,.) x &Y(,,.) c &(a,.) x &(a,.). 
Thus 
P E q,,., x &,,,., x (a + 1) c v. 
Subcase 2.2. Suppose that 
p E cl u UE(a,.) x &‘(a,.) x (a + l). 
a<-l 
Since ((6, m), (17, n)) is an isolated point, we have 
7 = sup{a: < 7: ((04, (W)) E UE(a,.) x VE+Y,.,}. 
Then by the definition of E and E’, 
‘?’ = s”P {a < 7: (6 m), (%n)) E uG(cc,.) x ~G+,.)} 
= sup { cr < y: G(cr, <) < m, G’(cr, 71) 6 n}. 
Since (G, G’) satisfies the condition in (c), there is 6 < r such that 6 > y and 
F(b, r> < m, F’(4 7)) < 72. 
Hence 
P E &(J,.) x &(6,.) x (6 + 1) c v. 
Finally we check the equivalence of (c) and (d) in case K. = X. 
(c) + (d): Let Fa E Txn~. Apply (c) to F = F’ = Fo. Then there exists (G, G’) 
satisfying the condition in (c). Define GO = max{G, G’}. Then Go satisfies the condition 
(d) for Fo. 
(d) + (c): Let (Fo, F,‘) E Txn~ x 7xn~. Define F = max{Fa, Fd} and apply (d). 
Then there exists G E 7x6w satisfying the condition in (d). Let Go = GI, = G. Then 
(Go, Gb) satisfies the condition in (c) for (Fo, F,‘). 0 
The following sufficient condition for the normality will be used in the next section 
to show the consistency of the normality of S(w2) x S(wz) x ~1. 
Lemma 4.2. The space S(K) x S(X) x r is normal if the following condition (*) holds: 
(*)forany(F,F’) ~~~~~~~~~~~ thereexist(G,G’) ~~~~wx~~~wandq5:~xX+ 
14 <w such that for any [ < n, 71 < A, m,n < w, if G(a,t) 6 m, G’(cY,Q) < n for 
some (Y E r - +(<, v), then the set (6 < r: F(6, <) < m, F’(6, q) 6 n} is unbounded 
in 7. 
Furthermore, in case K = A, the space S(n) x S(K) x T is normal if the following 
condition (*‘) holds: 
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(d) for any F E Txn~, there exist G E rXn~ and 4: K x K + [r]<” such that for 
any c, 77 < K, m, n < w, if G(o, <) < m, G(o, v) < n for some a E 7 - 4(<, q), then 
the set (6 < r: F(b,<) < m, F(6,q) < n} is unbounded in 7. 
Proof. We show that (G, G’) satisfies the condition (c) in Lemma 4.1. Suppose that 
y = sup {Q < Y: G(a, t> 6 m, G’(Q, rl) < n}, 
forsomey<r, [<K, 7j<X, m,n<w. 
Then there are infinitely many (Y’S satisfying 
cy < Y, G(o, E) < m, G’(o, 77) < n. (1) 
So there exists cz E T - 4((, 77) satisfying (1) because $([, 17) is a finite set. Then by (*), 
there are unboundedly many 6’s satisfying 
F(&<) 6 m, F’(~,v) < n2. (2) 
Hence there is S 2 y satisfying (2), which completes the proof of the first case. The 
claim for the case K. = X can be easily checked as in Lemma 4.1(d). 0 
Lemma 4.3. The following conditions for infinite cardinals K and r are equivalent: 
(a) S(K) x S(K) X 7 is normal: 
(b) for any subset 3 of r~ of cardinal@ f TV , there is a function @ : 3 + 7w such 
that for any y < 7, f, g E 3, m, n < w, if 
7 = sup {a < 7: $(f)(Q) < m, $(g)(a) 6 n}, 
then there is 6 < r such that 6 > y and f(b) < m, g(S) < n. 
Proof. (a) + (b): Assume (a). Consider the sequential fan S(3) = {oo} U 3 x w, 
each spine of which is indexed by an element of 3. Since 131 < tc, by (a), the space 
S(3) x S(3) x r is normal. Define F E rxFw by F(a,f) = f(a). Then by the 
condition (d) in Lemma 4.1, there is G E sx3w such that for any y < 7, f, g E 
3, m,n<w,if 
Y = sup {a < Y: G(a, f) < m, G(a,g) < n}, 
then there is 6 < T such that b 2 y and F(6, f) < m, F(6, g) 6 n. Now define 
1c, : 3 + 7w by $(f)(r) = G(y, f). Then it is easy to check that $J satisfies condition (b). 
(b) =+ (a): Suppose (b). We show that condition (d) in Lemma 4.2 holds. Let F E 
Txn~. Note that for any t < K, the function F(.,t) is an element of rw. Define 3 = 
{F(.,<): < < K}. Then 131 < K. Let 1c, be a function satisfying (b). Define G E 7xn~ 
by 
G(a, 5) = ti(F(.> 0) (QI). 
Suppose that y < r, c, r] < K., m, n < w satisfies 
y = sup {U < y: G(cr,<) < m, G(Q,v) < n}. 
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Then by our definition, 
y = sup{a < 7: Icl(F(.X))(o) 6 m7 @(&rl))(~) G n}. 
Hence by (b), there is S < r such that S 3 y and F(6, t) f m, F(6,v) G n. 0 
One might think that if K and X become greater and greater, then the normality of 
S(K) x S(X) x r becomes harder and harder to be obtained. But that is not true. Indeed, 
by using the above lemma, we have 
Theorem 4.4. The following conditions for an infinite cardinal r are equivalent: 
(4 S(K) x S(X) x r is normal for any K and X; 
(b) S(2’) x S(2’) x T is normal; 
(c) there is a function 4: 7w + 7w such that such that for any y < T, 
f,gE’w, m,n<w, if 
Y = SUP {a < Y: ti(f)(4 G mP $G)(~Y) 6 nl, 
then there is 6 < 7 such that 6 b y and f(b) < m, g(6) < n. 
Proof. (a) + (b): Obvious. 
(b) + (c): Assume (b). Let T = 7w. Since IFT( = 2’, it follows from (b) of Lemma 4.3 
that there is a function 11, satisfying (c). 
(c) + (a): Assume that there is a function $0 : 7w + ‘w satisfying (c). It suffices to 
show that S(K) x S( K x T is normal for any K. To see this, we need only show that for ) 
any subset .7= of TV, there is $J satisfying condition (b) of Lemma 4.3. For each T C 7w, 
just let 1c, = $0 [ FT. It is easy to see that 1c, has the property. 0 
5. Normality of S(K) x S(X) x WI 
In this section, we present two positive results on the normality of S(K) x S(X) x wi 
The first theorem is a result in ZFC in the case that one factor is S(wi). The second 
result is obtained by adding some set-theoretical axioms. 
Theorem 5.1. S(wl) x S( ) K x WI is nomzal for any cardinal K. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1(c), it suffices to show that 
(*a) for any (F,F’) E wlxwlw x “‘IXRw, there exists (G,G’) E w’xw’w x w’Xn~ 
such that for any y, 5 < WI, 77 < 6, m, n < w, if 
y = sup (~11 < y: G(a, 0 < m, G’(cY, q) < n}, 
then there is 6 < WI such that 6 3 y and F(S, E) < m, F’(b, 7) < n. 
To see this, let (F, F’) E WI xwlw x w1 xn~. For [ < wi and 77 < K define 
A;;” = {a < WI: F(cr,<) 6 m, F’(o,q) 6 n} 
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and for r] < K, define 
C, = { 6 < wi: for any < < 6, for any m, n < w, if AT is countable, 
then sup AT < 6). 
Take (G,G’) E w’xw’w x WI x “w satisfying the following three conditions: 
G(cr, <) 2 F(a, <>, @(a, 7) 2 F’(Q, 7) for any a, < < ~1, rl < K.; (1) 
G(a, <) # G(P, E) for any Q < P < E < WI; (2) 
and for any q < 6 and for any < E C,, 
G’(cr,v) # G’(P,q) for all a # p in the interval [C,(c), (3) 
where [,’ = min(C, - (C + l)), i.e., <,’ is the successor of C in C,,. 
It is easy to find (Go, Gb) E w1 xwlw x wI xrcw such that Go and Gb satisfies (2) and (3) 
respectively. Define 
G((Y, .) = 2Fca3.j . ~Go(“>‘) and G’(c~, .) = 2F’(“3’) . 3GAC”y.). 
Then (G, G’) satisfies (I), (2), and (3). 
We show that (G, G’) satisfies (**). For < < wi, q < K, define 
By = {Q. <WI: G((r,<) <m, G’(a,v) <n}. 
Suppose that y, < < wi, 77 < K, m, n < w satisfies 
y = sup(Bgn n y). (4) 
To show (**), it suffices to show that there is b < wi satisfying y < 6 and b E Ar. 
Case 1. y E C,. 
In this case, we have < < y. Indeed if < 3 y, then by (2), the set Br ny must be a finite 
set, which contradicts (4). Hence we get t < y. It follows from (1) that Bc c A$%, 
which implies that y = sup(A;“,” f’ y) by (4). Suppose that Ar is countable. Then by 
< < y and by the definition of C,,, we have sup AT < y which again contradicts (4). 
Therefore, AT is uncountable, thus there is S < wi satisfying b < y and y E AT. 
Case 2. y $ C,. 
Then y E [c,<z) for some < E C,,. Then by (3), the set 
{a E K, Y): G’(o> V) < n} 
is a finite set. Hence sup(y n By) < y, which contradicts (4). 0 
A function e : [K]~ -+ WI is called an unboundedfunction if for every pairwise disjoint 
family {at : [ < WI} of finite subsets of IC, for every LY < wi, there are [ < 17 < w1 such 
that 
e({P,r)) 2 o for any P E q, Y E a,. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume MA(tc) and assume that there is an unboundedfunction e : [K]’ + 
WI. Then S(K) x S(K) x WI is normal. 
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Proof. We show that the condition (*‘) in Lemma 4.2 holds. Let F E WI Xn~ given. We 
show the existence of G E wlxn~ and q5: K. x IC -+ [wllcw satisfying the following: 
ifG(o,P)<m, G(o,r)<n, P<r<6, m,n<wandoEwi-$(P,r), 
then the set (6 < wi: F(6,P) < m, F(6,y) < n} is uncountable. 
For convenience, we denote F(., ,O) by fp. By f-‘(n) we mean {CK f(a) < n}. Consider 
a forcing notion P consisting of conditions (a, b, g) such that a E [wI]<~, b E [IC]<~ and 
g : a x b + w such that 
Yo,P) E a x b, I.f~l(s(o,P))l > w; and 
If,-‘(S(~7 P)) n f$ (s(o, r))l > w 
for any @, y E b with ,B # y, and for any cr E a - e({/3, 7)). 
P is ordered by: (a, b, g) < (c, d, h) if and only if 
(1) 
(2) 
a > c, b > d, g > h; and 
VP,Y E dv’a E a-c, If&&M) nf;‘(g(d~))l > w. 
It is easy to check that P is a partial order and the set 
(3) 
(4) 
D a,p = {P E P: a E apr P E $,I 
is dense open in P for any CY < wi , ,b < K, where p = (apr $, gJ. 
Assume that there is a filter (6 in P such that (6 II D,,p # 8 for any (Y < WI, P < K. 
Define G E wlxn~ and 4: K x K + [wI]<~ as follows: For each (a,@ E w1 x K, take 
some p E (6 n D,,p and define G(cY, ,f3) = g,(Ly, p). For each P, y E K, take some p E G 
such that bp contains both p and y and define $(p, y) = aP. Then G and q5 satisfies the 
desired properties. Indeed, assume that 
G(Q, P) < m, G(c-w, Y) < n 
for some p < y < IC, m,n < w, and (Y E WI - $(p, 7). By definitions of G and 4, 
there are p,q,r E (6 such that p E G rl D,,p, G(qP) = g,(a,P), q E G n Da,y, 
G(a, y) = gq(a, y), ,O,r E b,, and q!@,r) = a,. Take s E G extending p, q and T. 
Since (Y E a, - $(p, y) = a, - a,., by (4) we have 
If;’ (g&J)) n f;* (g&, 7)) 1 > W. 
Hence the set 
{ 6 < ~1: F(6, P) < m, F(6 Y) < n} 
is uncountable, because 
g,(o,P) = gp(o,P) = G(o,P) < m 
and 
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Note that condition (2) is not necessary to check the property. We need (2) only to show 
the following claim which ensures the existence of the filter G under MA: 
Claim. P satisjies the c.c.c. 
Proof. Suppose the opposite. Let {pe: [ < wi} be an uncountable antichain in P. By the 
A-system lemma, without loss of generality we can assume that there are a E [~i]<~, 
a pairwise disjoint family {at: < < wt} c (wI]<~, b E [IC]<~, and a pairwise disjoint 
family {bc: 5 E wi} C [K,]<~ such thatpt = (aUa~,bUb~,g~) and 
gc [axb=g, raxb 
for every <, 77 < wi . We may assume that 
e({P, Y]) < min cc for every < < wt and every p, y E b with p # y. (5) 
Since e is an unbounded function, we can find c < 77 < wi such that 
e({p,y})>a foranypE&, yEb,andanyaEa. (6) 
Define p = pt, q = pll. We show that the conditions p and q are compatible. Since 
dom(gp) f? dom(gq) = a x b, the set g, U g, is a function. Now we extend g, U g, to g 
defined on (u U at U av) x (b U b, U bv) and we show that 
T = (u u at u av, b u b, U b,,, g) E P and r < p, q. 
To do so, define g on the remaining parts a< x bll and a,, x b, so that the following 
conditions hold: 
These conditions can be easily satisfied by (1) and by the fact that f’s are functions 
from wt to w. 
First we check that T is a condition of P. (1) is obviously satisfied, so let us concentrate 
on (2) of the definition of P. Let /3, y E b U b, U bll with p # y and 
oEcUagUcll-e(-@,~}). 
Case 1. Suppose that both 0 and y belong to b. Then cy E a U a< or (Y E a U all, and 
condition (2) follows from (2) for p or q. 
Case 2. Suppose that p, y are not both in b but they are both in one of the sets b u bc 
or b U bll, say the first one. If cr E a U at, then (2) follows from (2) for p. On the other 
hand, if Q E uV, then it follows from condition (8). 
Case 3. Suppose that P E b,, y E bv. Since (Y $ e({,f3,7}), it follows from (6) that 
(Y $ a. Hence condition (2) follows from (7) if (Y E a[, and it follows from (8) if (Y E all, 
which completes the proof that T is a condition. 
Next we prove that T extends both p and q. It suffices to show that T < p. (3) is 
trivially satisfied. To show (4) fix any p, y E b U b, with p # y and o E aV. If at 
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least one of the elements ,O, y belongs to bc, we are done by the condition (8). So, 
let us consider the remaining case that /3, y E b. By (5), e({p, y}) < min aV, hence 
cy E aV = a, - e({@, y}). Thus (2) of the definition of P applied to the condition p,, 
implies (4). This completes the proof of the theorem. q 
Lemma 5.3 ([16]). There is an unbounded function from [wz]* into WI if and only if 
Chang S Conjecture fails. 
Combining Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we have 
Corollary 5.4. Assume IMA( Then S(w2) x S(w2) x WI is normal unless Changk 
Conjecture holds. 
Remark 5.5. The existence of an unbounded function e : [w2]* + WI can also naturally 
be deduced both from q ,, (see [15,16]) or from a (WI, 1)-morass (see [8, Chapter I]). 
The deduction from the (WI, I)-morass might be relevant to the existence of such function 
on cardinals > w2 (see [8]). At the moment we don’t know if there can be an unbounded 
function e : [K]* + WI on some rc > ~2. 
6. S(w2) x S(w2) x WI may not be normal 
The following result gives a consistent negative answer to Problem 3.3, which in turn 
gives a consistent negative answer to Kodama’s Problem 3.2. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume CH. Then there is a notion offorcing P such that in the generic 
extension, S(w2) X S(w2) X w1 is not normal. 
Proof. Let P consist of all quadruples of the form (A, F, f, LY) such that 
(a) A E [wz]~“, f : [A]* -+ w, cr < WI; and 
(b) F:axA+w. 
The order on P is defined as follows: (B, G, g, p) < (A, F, f, cy) if and only if 
(c> A c B, F c G, f c g, a < P; 
(4 if ao, al E A, uo # al, Y E [a,@, then G(Y, ~0) 2 f({ao, al}) or G(y, al) 2 
f({ao, a1 1). 
(P, 6) is clearly a partial order. Just taking a sum, we can see that P is an wr-closed 
forcing notion. 
Claim 1. Suppose that (A, F, f,o) E P, y < WI, b < ~2. Then there is (B, G, g, fl) E P 
such that (B, G, g, 0) < (A, F, f, (Y), y 6 p and b E B. 
Proof. Extending A to Au { b} and F and f to any functions with the necessary domains, 
we get an extension (B, G, g, /3) with b E B. Note that (d) is vacuously true. Now let 
us prove the existence of an extension (B, G, g, /3) so that y < p. By the WI -closedness, 
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it is enough to prove it for y = (Y + 1. We put B = A, g = f, p = (Y + 1. We are 
left with the definition of G(cr, a) for all a E A. Let us fix a bijective enumeration 
A = {a,: n < w} and define G(cY,~,,) = max{f({ai,a,}): i < n} for n < w. It is 
easy to see (B, G, g, P) f (A F, f, o). 
Let G be P-generic. Define F = lJ p&P, where P = (A,,&, fP, an). Then by 
Claim 1, F is a function from wi x w2 into w. Note that by the wi-closedness and 
Claim 4 below, P preserves cardinals. To show that S(w2) x S(wz) x w1 is not normal, 
by Lemma 4.1(d), it suffices to show that for any function K : WI x w2 + w, there exist 
y < wi, n < w, and distinct ac, ai < w2 such that 
y = sup{0 < y: K(a, ao) < n, K(cr, al) 6 n} 
but there is no b < WI such that b 3 y, F(b, a~) < n, IF(S, al) < n. 
To see this, suppose that k is a P-name for a function from wi x w2 into w. By Dk 
we denote the subset of P consisting of all p = (A, F, f, a) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) (Y is a limit ordinal; 
(2) ‘v’a E A 3K E a~ 3n < w Vy < cr(p It k(y,a) = K(y)); and {y < (Y: K(y) < 
n} is unbounded in IY. 
Claim 2. The set Dk is dense in P. 
Proof. Let p E P. Note that for each a < ~2, II- “31c {y < wi: k(r,a) < k} is 
unbounded”. By the “bookkeeping devices” and by using the wi -closedness and Claim 1, 
it is not difficult to take a decreasing sequence 
(Pi = (A,, F,, fn, a,): n < w) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(3) PO < Pi 
(4) for any a E lJi,,w Ai, there exists k = k(a), which only depends on a, such that 
for any m < w with a E A,, there are n < w and y < WI satisfying 
ed an(d) Q, G Y < a 11, p, It “k(y,a) < k and {b < ~1: k(6,a) < k} is unbound- 
,, 
(ii) t/S < ay, 31 < w p, It I?(b, a) = 1. 
Let 
q = U&,U%Uf,,sup~, . 
n n n n > 
Then, supn Q, is a limit ordinal and q decides the values k(6, a) for all 6 < sup,, (Y, 
and a E U, A,. Now, it’s easy to see q < p and q E DR. 
We say that p = (A, F, f, cc), q = (B, G, g, p) E Dk are k-twins if (Y = p and there 
is a bijection cp between A and B such that v, r (A f’ B) = idAnB and cp lifts up to 
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the isomorphism of the conditions p, q and the name I? restricted to them, i.e., for all 
y < cy, a E A, k < w, 
(3 J’(T, a) = G(T, v(a)); 
(6) f({a, a’}) = g({cp(a), cp(a’)}) for any a’ E A distinct from a; 
(7) p IF “I?(y, a) = k” if and only if q II- “l?(y, cp(a)) = k”. 
The following Claim 3 is easy to see. Claim 4 can be proved by a simple A-system 
argument. Note that IDkJ 2 N2 by Claim 1 and Claim 2. 
Claim 3. Let p = (A, F, f, a), q = (B, G, g, a) be k-twins and 
h:{{a,b}: aEA-B, ~EB-A}-+w 
be any function. Then 
T= (AuB,FuG,fuguh,a) 
is a condition of P extending both p and q. 
Claim 4 (CH). Zf X is a subset of Dk of size N2, then there are k-twins 
P= (A,J’,f,~),q = (B,G,g,a) E X 
with A # B. In particular, P satisfies the N2-C.C. 
Now by Claim 4, we can take k-twins p = (A, F, f, a), q = (B, G, g, a) with A # B. 
Take a E A - B and define b = cp(a) E B - A, where cp is the bijection related to the 
twins. By the definitions of Dk and k-twins, there exists n < w such that 
(8) p IF “{y < (Y: I?(a, y) < n} is unbounded in o”; and for any y < a, p It 
“k(y, a) -$ n” if and only if q It “k(y, b) < n”. 
By Claim 3, we can extend p and q to 
T= (AuB,FuG,fuguh,cu) 
so that h({a, b)) > n. Since r is a common extension of p and q, by (8), and by (d) in 
the definition of P, we have 
rIt{y<o: Ei(y,a)<n}={y<a: ti(y,b)<n} 
are unbounded in QI. However, by the choice of h, 
rItF(S,a)~n+1or!F(f5,b)~n+1forall6~o. 
Therefore, in the generic extension by P, S(w2) x S(w2) x WI is not normal by 
Lemma 4.1. Cl 
Let 3 be a subset of wlw. A function $ : 3 --+ wlw is called a normalizing function 
for 3 if for any m, n < w, y < WI, for any f, g E 3, whenever 
Y = sup {a: < Y: W)(o) G m, g(9) < n}, 
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there is 6 such that y < b < wt and f(s) < m, g(S) 6 n. By Lemma 4.3, S’(K) x 
S(K) x wt is normal if and only if there is a normalizing function for any subset F of 
w’w of cardinality < n. 
Lemma 6.2. Let P be a measure algebra with the total measure 1 and 3 be a subset 
of w w. Suppose that 
P It there is a normalizing function 4 on 3. 
Then there is a normalizing function on 3. 
Proof. For every f E 3 and a E WI define 
4(f)(~) = min {n E w: P( II&f)(o) < nil) > 2/3}, 
where p is the measure on P and llxll denotes the Boolean value of the formula x. We 
show that 4 is a normalizing function. Suppose not. Then there exist f, g E 3, y E WI 
and n, m E w such that 
f-‘(m+l)flg-‘(n+l)Cy (1) 
but 
(4(j))-‘(m + 1) f’ (4(g))-‘(n + 1) is unbounded in y. (2) 
By (1) and the fact that P forces that 4 is a normalizing function, 
P It _% = (G(f))-‘(m + 1) C’ (4(g))-‘(n + 1) is bounded in y. 
Take oyg < y such that p(ll.% C ooll) > 2/3. By (2), there is CYI such that a0 < CY~ < y 
and ~1 E (4(f))-‘(m + 1) n (d(g))-’ (n + 1). Now consider the set 
II&) < mJI n [)&g)(ot) < 7211 n 11% G QI 11. 
Since this is the intersection of three sets of measure > 2/3, it has positive measure. On 
the other hand, it is equal to 
and the assertions in )I I( are contradicting. Hence it must have measure zero, a contra- 
diction. •I 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2. 
Theorem 6.3. It is consistent that 2W is arbitrarily large (e.g., equal to 2w1) and S(w2) x 
S(w2) X w1 is not normal. 
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7. S(n) x S(X) x 7 for general 7 
The normality of S(K) x S(X) x T for 7 > wr is beyond our concern on the normality 
of Zproducts of LaSnev spaces. But it may be of some interest in its own right. 
Theorem 7.1. rfr is real-valued measurable, then S(K) x S(X) x r is normal for any 
K. and A. 
Proof. We show condition (c) in Theorem 4.4. Let p be a r-additive real-valued measure 
on ‘T such that ~(7) = 1 and every set of size < r has measure 0. For any f E 7w, 
define A(f,n) = {a < T: f(a) < n}. Th en f or any f E TV, there is nf E w such that 
p(A(f,nf)) > l/2. Define $:T~ -+ r~ by $(f)(o) = nf for any (Y c T. Suppose that 
Then nf < m and ng , < n. Hence p(A(f,m)) > l/2 and p(A(g,n)) > l/2. Define 
A = A(f,m) n A(g,n). Since ~(7) = 1, we get p(A) > 0, which implies that A has 
cardinality 7. Hence we can take 6 E A with b b y. Then f(b) < m, g(S) 6 n. 0 
For f,g E ww, we write f <* g if {n < w: f(n) < g(n)} is finite. Let 
b = min { IBI: B is an unbounded subset of (“‘w, <*)}. 
Theorem 7.2. S(w) x S(b) x b is normal if and only if b = WI. 
Proof. If b = wr, the normality of S(w) x S(b) x b follows from Theorem 5.1. So 
it suffices to show that if b > wi, then condition (c) in Lemma 4.1 fails for K = w, 
X = T = 6. Take F E bxww such that (F(a, .))a<b is an increasing unbounded sequence 
of (ww, <*). Define F’ E bxbw by 
F’hP) = 
max{m+1: m=OorF(P,m)>F(a,m)} if/3<o, 
o 
if fl 2 a. 
Suppose that there is (G, G’) E bxw~ x bx by satisfying condition (c) in Lemma 4.1. 
It suffices to show the following claim. Indeed, by (1) in the following claim and by 
condition (c), there exists b < b such that b > y, F(b, m) < F(y, m) - 1 and F’(b, y) 6 
m. Then F(y,m) > F(b,m), in particular y # 6, hence y < 6; and F'(b, y) < m, 
which contradicts the definition of F’. 
Claim. There exist y < b and m < w such that 
y = sup {o < y: G(a,m) < F(y, m) - 1, G’(~,Y) < m}. (1) 
Proof. To show the claim, suppose the contrary. Define 
6(-r, m) = sup {o < Y: G(o, m) 6 F(y, m) - 1, G’(a, Y) < m} 
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for y < 6, m < w, 
6(y) = sup {6(y, m): m < w} 
for y < 6. Then by our assumption, S(y,m) < y. Define 5’ = {y < b: cf(y) = WI}. 
Since b is regular and greater than WI, S is stationary in b and 6(y) < y for any y E S. 
By the pressing down lemma, there are a stationary subset S’ of S and E < b such that 
6(y) < E for any y E S’. Since (F(a, .))a<b is an unbounded increasing sequence in 
(ww, <*), there is 70 E S’ such that 70 > E and F(ya, .) is not bounded by G(E, .). 
Hence 
there are infinitely many m satisfying G(E, m) < F(yo, m). (2) 
On the other hand, by the definition of b(y), and by b(yo) < E < yo, we have 
G(E, m) 3 F(yo, m) or m < G’(E, 70) for any m < w, (3) 
which implies that G(&,m) 3 F(ye, m) for all but finitely many m, which contra- 
dicts (2). 0 
8. A necessary condition for normality of E-product 
In this section we show that if the C-product PX is normal for a space X, then 
X has a certain local property at every point called “tight”. By strengthening “tight”, 
we get the notion of “strongly tight”, which is strong enough to ensure the normality of 
C-products of certain spaces, as we will see in Section 9. 
Let X be a space. X is tight at x E X if whenever Y is a subset of X of size wi 
satisfying 
2 E ClY, (1) 
z $ clY’ for any countable subset Y’ of Y, (2) 
there are a subset 2 of Y with x E ~12, and a family U = {Ua: a < wi} of wI 
many neighborhoods of x in X such that U is point finite in 2. We say that a family 
U = {Ua: a! < wi} is pointjnite in Z if {o < wi: z E I!J~} is a finite set for any 
z E 2. X is strongly tight at x E X if whenever Y is a subset of X satisfying the 
above condition, there is a family U = {V,: LY < WI } of wi many neighborhoods of x 
in X such that U is point finite in Y. 
Theorem 8.1. Let X be a space, x,x0 E X and x # x0. Suppose that the C-product 
C = E“‘X of WI many copies of X with the base point q is normal, where q is defined 
by q(cx) = x0 for any (Y < WI. Then X is tight at x. 
Proof. Let Y = {y,: a: < wi} be a subset of X satisfying (1) and (2) in the definition 
of being tight. Assume that whenever 2 is a subset of Y satisfying x E cl2 and 
U = {Ua: (Y < WI} is a family of wi many neighborhoods of x in X, there is a point 
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z E 2 such that U is not point finite at z. We show that C is not normal. 
that 
20 $! cl Y. 
Define p, E I2 for CY < wt by 
We may assume 
(3) 
Pa(P) = 
{ 
ya ifP<a, 
320 if ,S > 0. 
Define two closed sets F and H of I2 by F = clz{p,: CY < wl}, and H = zn {x0, CC}“~. 
Then by (1) and (3), it is easy to check that F and H are disjoint. We show that F and 
H cannot be separated by open sets. To see this, let U be a neighborhood of F in Z. We 
show that H n cl U # 8. For each Q < wr, there is a finite subset S, of wr such that 
if p E C satisfies p(p) = pa(p) for any p E S,, then p E U. (4) 
By induction on n E w, we define a subset .4, of [WI]“, where [wr]^ is the family of all 
subsets of wt of size n. Let A0 = 8. Define B, = wr - UiG, U Ai, and 
A n+, = {T E [B,Jn+‘: ~~cl({y~: P<wl, TnSp=0})}. 
Claim. Each A,, n E w, is countable. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Suppose that Ai, i 6 n, is countable. We 
show that An+1 is countable. Assume the contrary. By the A-system lemma, there is 
an uncountable subset A’ of An+1 and a finite subset R of wt such that T n T’ = R 
for any distinct T, T’ E A. Let IRI = m. Then m < n. By the definition of A,+l, 
R c B, c B,_l, which implies that 
R4&. (5) 
Now define 
Z={yp: p<wr, RnSp=@}. 
By (.5), we have 
Z E cl 2. (6) 
For each T E A’, by the definition of A,, we can take a neighborhood V(T) of x in 
X such that if ,S < wt and yp E V(T), then T n So # 0. By (6) and by our assumption, 
there is an infinite subset A” of A’ satisfying that 2 n (n{V(T): T E A”}) # 0. 
Take a point yp,, from this intersection. Since vpo E 2, we have R n S,, = 0. Hence 
(T - R) n S,, # 0 for any T E A”, which contradicts the finiteness of S,,. 
Now we are in a position to prove that H n cl U # 0, which implies C is nonnormal. 
Define A = UiCw u Ai. By the above claim, A is countable. Define h E H by 
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We show that h E cl U. Let W be a neighborhood of h in Z. Then there are two finite 
sets CO, Cr and a neighborhood V of x satisfying: 
CO c A, CI c WI - A; and (7) 
{f E c: f(Q) E v f or any a E CO, and f(o) = 20 for any (Y E Cl } c W. 
We may assume that there is 6 < wt satisfying 
A c 6 and ya $ V for any LY < 6. (8) 
Let ]Ct 1 = n. Then by (7), Cl 4 A, and Ct E [&+I]~. Hence by the definition of A,,, 
we can find ,D < wt such that yp E V and Ct f~ 5’~ = 0. By (8), we have p > S, which 
implies pp(cy) = yp for each (Y E CO. Now define g E IX by 
da) = 
pa(a) if cy E Sfl U CO, 
xo otherwise. 
Then by (4), (7) and (8), we have g E U n W. Thus h E H n cl U. 0 
9. C”S(wt) is normal 
Countable tightness or first countability plays an important role in the proofs of known 
results on the normality of C-products. For C-products of LaSnev spaces, countable tight- 
ness fails in general. But fortunately even if countable tightness fails at some point, we 
can find a kind of local finiteness around the point as is shown in Lemma 9.2. By using 
this fact, we prove that PS(wt) is normal for any K. This is interesting because it is 
the only known normal example of a proper X-product without countable tightness. We 
begin with a general way of constructing locally finite families. 
Lemma 9.1. Let X be a space, x a point of X, and A = {A,: cy < WI} a collection 
of families of subsets of X satisfying: 
(a) Id,/ < w for each (Y < ~1; 
(b) z 6 4Jp<a U dp) for each (Y < ~1; and 
(c) if B, is a finite subfamily of d, for each (Y < WI, then z $! cl(Ua_, U t3,). 
Then there is a family {U(a): CY < WI} of neighborhoods of x which is pointfinite at 
every point of A = Uacw, U A,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that /doll = w for any CY < wt. So let 
A, = {A(a,n): n < w}. F or each LY E WI, fix an injection e, : (Y + w, and define 
U(Q) = X - u {A(P,n): P < a, n < w} - u {A(P,n): P > a, n < es(a)}. 
Then by (b) and (c), each V( a IS a neighborhood of z. Let y E A. We show that ) . 
{U(a): a < WI} is point finite at y. Take PO < WI and no < w satisfying y E A(&, no). 
Suppose that y E U(o). Then it follows from the definition of U(Q) that PO > Q, and 
furthermore no > ep,(o). Since ep, is an injection, there are only finitely many (Y’S 
satisfying no > ea,, (cx). 0 
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Every finite product of S(wt) has the following local property: 
Lemma 9.2. Let X = S(q), n < w, and p = (qcq . . . , oc) E X”. Assume that Y is 
a subset of Xn satisfying 
(i) p E cl Y; and 
(ii) p $ cl Y’ for any countable subset Y’ of Y. 
Then there is a family { U(CY): LY < WI} of neighborhoods of p in Xn which is locally 
finite at every point of Y. 
Proof. First we show the lemma in the case that Y is a subset of Xn consisting of 
isolated points of X”. Define 
A, = {{?I}: y E Y n (S((Y + 1)” - So)}. 
We show conditions (a), (b), (c) in Lemma 9.2. (a) is clear. (b) follows from (ii). To 
show (c), let B, be a finite subfamily of A, for each LY < wt. For each LY < wt, define 
fE w’w by 
f(a) = max {Ic + 1: k = 0; or there are y = (yu, yt, . . . , yn-,) 
and i < n satisfying {y} E 23, and yi = (a, k)} 
Then (Uf)n is a neighborhood of p which doesn’t meet lJa_+, Ba, which completes the 
proof of (c). Hence by Lemma 9.1, there is a family {U(a): CY < wt } of neighborhoods 
of p in X” which is point finite at every point of Y, and which is therefore, locally finite 
at every point of Y because Y consists of isolated points. 
To complete the lemma in general, let Y be an arbitrary subset of X” satisfying the 
condition. Let ns : X” + Xs be the projection for each subset S of n. Define 
Y(S)={y E Y: y(i) # co for any i E S, and y(i) = co for any i E n-S}. 
Suppose that p E cl Y(S). Note that the point rs(p) and the subset ns(Y(S)) of Xs 
satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of our lemma. Since rs(Y(S)) consists of isolated 
points of Xs, by Case 1, there is a sequence { V(S, cx): (Y < WI } of neighborhoods 
of rs(p) in Xs which is locally finite at every point of rs (Y (S)). Define U(S, a) = 
z,‘(V(s,~)) for each cy < wt. Then {U(S, a): cr < WI} is a family of neighborhoods 
of p which is locally finite at every point of Y(S). 
Suppose that p $! cl Y(S). Then take a neighborhood W(S) of p in X” satisfying that 
Y(S) n cl W(S) = 0, and define U(S, cr) = W(S) for any a: < wt. Finally define 
U(a) = n {U(S, a): S is a subset of n} 
for each cy < wt. Noting that 
Y = U {Y(S): S is a subset of n}, 
it is easy to see that {U(a): (Y < WI} is locally finite at every point of Y. 0 
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The above condition gives another proof of the normality of S(wi) x S(wi) x wi which 
we proved in Theorem 5.2. Indeed, we have 
Lemma 9.3. Let K be a cardinal. Assume the following condition: whenever Y is a 
subset of S(K) x S(K) satisfying 
(i) (m, co) E cl Y; and 
(ii) (co, oo) 4 cl Y’ for any countable subset Y’ of Y, 
there is a family {U(Q): (Y < WI} of neighborhoods of (m, m) in S(K) x S(K) which 
is locally jinite at every point of Y. 
Then the space S(K) x S(K) x WI is normal. 
Proof. Put X = S(K) x S(K) xq, and H = {co} x {oo} xq. Let 7r :X + S(K) x S(K) 
be the projection. We show condition (b) in Lemma 4.1. Let K be a closed set in X 
disjoint from H. Define Y, = 7r(K fl (S(K) x S(K) x ((.y + 1))) for each cr < WI. It 
follows from the compactness of LIY + 1 that each Y, is a closed set in S(K) x S(K). 
Define Y = n(K). Then (co, co) $ Y, Y = UaCwl Y,, and Y satisfies the conditions (i) 
and (ii). Hence by our assumption, there is a family {U(o): (Y < wt} of neighborhoods 
of (00, oo) in S(K) x S(K) which is locally finite at every point of Y. Take a clopen 
neighborhood V(Q) of (co, cm) such that V(Q) c U(CY) and V(a) nY, = 0. Now define 
w = u V(a) x (Ly + 1). 
CE<Wl 
Using the local finiteness of {V(o): (Y < tit}, it is easy to see that W is a clopen 
neighborhood of H which misses K. 0 
Unfortunately the condition in the above lemma is not true in general. 
Example 9.4. Assume that b > WI. Then there is a subset Y of S(w) x S(b) such that 
(a) (00, oo) E cl Y; 
(b) (co, 00) $ cl Y’ for any subset Y’ of Y of cardinality < 6; but 
(c) no uncountable family of neighborhoods of (co, co) is point finite at every point 
of Y. 
Proof. Let {hc: 5 < 6) be an unbounded subset of ww. Define 
Yc = {((n, h<(n)), ([,n)): n < w} for { < 6, and Y = U Yc. 
E<b 
(a): Let Vf x lJ, be an arbitrary neighborhood of (co, oo). Take hc, such that there are 
infinitely many n < w satisfying h<“(n) > f(n). Then there is n satisfying 72 2 g(6) in 
addition to hg(n) > f(n), which implies that 
(b): It suffices to show that (CO, CO) C$ cl(U <CAY<) for any subset A of b of size less 
than 6. Since A is bounded, there exists f such that ht <* f for any [ E A. For each 
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t E A, take nt such that he(n) < f(n) f or any n 3 nc. Take any function g : b + w 
satisfying g(r) = nc for any E E A. It is easy to check that 
(UfXUg)rl UY< =0. ( > CC.4 
(c): Suppose that {Uf_ x U,, : (Y < WI} is a family of neighborhoods of (00,~~). 
Since b > wi, there is [ < b such that {n: he(n) > fO(n)} is infinite for any (Y < wI. 
Then there is an uncountable subset B of wi and no < w such that ga(t) = no for any 
(Y E B. Furthermore, there are ni > no and an uncountable subset B’ of B such that 
hc(nl) > fa(nl) for any (Y E B’. Now define q = ((nl, ht(nl)), (c,nl)). Then q E Y 
and q E Uf_ x Ugu for any (Y < B’. •I 
Example 9.5. Assume CH and q (wz). Then there is a subset Y of S(wz) x S(w2) such 
that 
(a) (00, co) E cl Y; 
(b) (00, co) +! cl Y’ for any subset Y’ of Y of cardinality < WZ; but 
(c) no uncountable family of neighborhoods of (00, oo) is point finite at every point 
of Y. 
Proof. Let p2 : [wz]* + w be the number of steps of the minimal walk from (Y to ,O along 
a given q l(w2)-sequence (see [ 141). Define 
Y = { ((a, p*(a, P,) > (P, P2(Q, 8)): Q < P < w2). 
The set Y was used in Proposition 4.18 of [ 151 to prove that t(S(w2) x S(w2)) = ~2, 
so (a) and (b) hold. To show (c), let {U,, x U fE: [ < WI} be a given family of basic 
neighborhoods of (00, co). By CH, there exist an infinite set I c wi and n < w such 
that A = f&f;‘({~)) h as size N2. By Proposition 4.17(b) of [15], there exist Q < p 
in A such that pz(a, p) > n. Then 
q 
To show the normality of the C-product of arbitrarily many copies of a fixed space, 
we need only show the normality of small Z-products. 
Lemma 9.6. Let K be an injinite cardinal and X a space of cardinality < K. If C”X is 
normal, then XxX is normal for any cardinal X. 
Proof. Let Y = SAX. To show that Y is normal, let Fi, i < 2 be disjoint closed sets 
of Y. It suffices to show that there is a subset A of X satisfying the following: 
IAl < K; and (1) 
(clz nA&) n (cl, ?rAFi) = 8, where 2 = CAX. (2) 
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Indeed, then by (1) and by our assumption, 2 is normal. Hence there are disjoint open 
sets U and V of 2 such that 
cl, r*Fq c U and cl, 7rA FI c V. 
Then ri’(U) and ni’(V) are open sets of Y which separate FO and Fl. 
To complete the proof, we show the existence of a subset A of X satisfying (1) 
and (2). Let P be the set of all finite partial functions from X to X. For each p E P, 
take a countable subset A, of X such that 
for any i < 2, if there is f f Fi with p c f, 
then there is some f’ E Fi with p C f’ satisfying supp f’ c A,. (3) 
Take a subset A of size 6 K such that A, c A for any p E P with dom p c A. Such A 
exists because 1x1 < K. We show that A satisfies (2). Suppose the contrary and assume 
that there is 
9 E (cl, QFO) n (cl, rAFl). 
Define g* E Y by 
(4) 
S*(o) = 
{ 
g(o) if cr E A, 
q(cy) otherwise, 
where q E Y is the base point of the Z-product. We show that g* E FO n FI, which 
yields a contradiction. Let i < 2. To see that g* E cl Fi, let U be a neighborhood of g* 
in Y. Then there are finite sets B C A, C c X - A and an open neighborhood U(a) of 
g(o) in X for each cr E B such that for any h E Y, 
h E U if h(cr) E U(Q) for any (Y E B and h(cx) = q(cy) for any cy E C. (5) 
By (4), there is h E Fi such that h(a) E U(a) f or any cr E B. Hence by (3), there is 
h’ E Fi such that h’(a) = h( cr ) f or each CY E B and by our choice of A, we may assume 
that supp h’ C A. Hence by (5) h’ E U. Thus g* E cl Fi = Fi, which completes the 
proof. 0 
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for the normality of some Z-products 
without countable tightness. 
Lemma 9.7. Let X be a space of size < WI with only one nonisolated point cm such 
that 
(a) 00 is a Gb in X; and 
(b) for any n < w, any p E X” and any Y c X”, whenever p E cl Y but p @ 
cl Y’ for each countable subset Y’ of Y, there is a sequence {G(p, Y; 6): S < WI} of 
neighborhoods of p in Xn which is locally$nite at every point of Y. 
Then the Z-product C = C”‘X with any base point q E X”1 is normal. 
Proof. Note that we may assume that X is uncountable because if X is countable then 
by Theorem 3.4, E is normal. Let X = {Z Iy: cy < w’}. Let FO and Fl be disjoint closed 
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subsets of C. It suffices to show that there are families U and V of clopen sets of C 
satisfying that 
fi c u U c c - F, ) and Ft C~VCC-Fg (1) 
u= pi, v= uvi, (2) 
i<W i<W 
each Ui is locally finite at every point of Fi, and each Vi is locally finite at every point 
of Fo. 
By symmetry, it suffices to show the existence of U satisfying the above conditions. 
Let P be the set of all finite partial functions from wt to X. For any p E P, take a 
countable subset A, of wt satisfying: 
for any i < 2, if there is a countable subset of 7rdomP(Fi) 
whose closure contains p, then there is countable subset F,! of Fi such that 
(3) 
P E cl %&z and supp h c A, for any h E F,‘. (41 
Let e : w -+ w x w be a bijection satisfying that if e(n) = (k, 1), then k < n. Let 
wtcw be the set of all finite sequences of countable ordinals. By induction on n, we 
define for each s E wtn, an element p, E P as follows: Let pe = 0. Suppose that p, 
has already been defined and e(lsl) = (k,Z). Define D, = suppp,. Define t(s) E wt 
to be the Ith element of A,, ok - II,. Given QI E WI, set t = s U {(n, a)} and define 
pt by pt = p, U {(<(s),Ic,)}. Note that by (a), X is F,-discrete, i.e., the union of 
countably many discrete closed sets. Hence by induction on n, it is easy to check that 
{rr;i(ps): s E WI”} is a a-discrete cover of Z by closed sets. Also note that for each 
n E w, X” is paracompact, hence collectionwise normal for any n E w. Therefore, for 
each s E WI<“‘, we can take a basic clopen neighborhood V, of p, such that 
(U& s E w,<w} is g-discrete in Z, 
where U, is defined by l-J, = ~6: (Vs). 
Now define 
s=w,<w, 
(5) 
So = {s E S: p, 4 cl~o~F,}, 
St = {s E S: p, E cl~,~F,}, 
$0 = {s E St : there is no countable subset C of Fl satisfying 
P, E ClQ,C}, 
si, = St - sto. 
For any s E Sc, we can take the above V, so that V, n rD, (F,) = 8, hence U, n F, = 8. 
For any s E Sle, by using (b), take a sequence {G(s,6): 6 < wt} of basic clopen 
neighborhoods of p, in XDa which is locally finite at every point of 7rD, (Fl ). Since 
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1x1 = wi, the set C - Fi can be covered by a family {Wh: b < wi} of wi many basic 
clopen sets. Define Us6 = IV6 n x;: (G(s, 6)). Observe that 
{V,J: b < WI} is locally finite at every point of FL for each s E Sic. (6) 
We may assume that G(s, 6) c V, for every S, hence 
Us6CUs foranysE&, b<wi. (7) 
Finally define 
u = {Us: s E So} u {Us& s E s10, f5 < WI}. 
By (.5), (6) and (7), U satisfies (2). Clearly UU c C - Fl. It remains to show that 
FO c UU. Suppose that there is a point 
f E Fb - uu. (8) 
For each n E w, {xTg’ (ps): s E win} is a cover of C. So there is s, E win such that 
’ p,, c f. Define 
A = (_j Ds,, 
?t<W 
Note that by the definition of psi, we have 
A = u 4,. 
i<w 
Define f* E C by 
(9) 
f(o) if Q E A, 
f*(a) = {4((r) otherwise. 
Case 1. Suppose that si E SO for some i < w. Then lJsi n Fl = 8 and f E U,, E U, 
which contradicts (8). 
Case 2. Suppose that si E Sia for some i < w. Then since f $ F,, there is 6 < wi 
such that f E WG. Then 
f E ws n r;;, (G(si, 6)) = us,6 E U, 
which also contradicts (8). 
Case 3. Suppose that si E Si 1 for arbitrary n < w. We show that f* E F. n Fl, which 
leads to a contradiction. Let j < 2. To see f* E F3, let U be an arbitrary basic clopen 
neighborhood of f*. Then there are finite sets B c A, C c w1 - A and clopen sets 
{Vi: cwEBUC}ofXsuchthat 
u = ( n r;i(~4) n ( n r;i(v~)). 
LYEB CYEC 
Take i < w such that B c D,;. Since p,, = 
there is a point g E C such that 
n~,~ (f) E TD,; (Fj) and Si E %I, by (3), 
g E n T~i(~a) 
ffEB 
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and supp g C Apsi C A. Then g E U. Hence f * E cl Fj = Fj for each j < 2, which 
completes the proof. q 
Combining Lemma 9.2, Lemma 9.6 and Lemma 9.7, we get 
Theorem 9.8. PS(wl) is normal for any cardinal TV. 
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